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Abstract 

A new organic-inorganic Cu(II) bromide complex material [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br has been 

synthesized by hydrothermal method. Blue-violet crystals are characterized by X‐ray single 

crystal diffraction, crystallizing in the orthorhombic system, non-centrosymmetric space group 

P212121, with the following unit-cell parameters: a = 8.3536 (1) Å, b = 12.7161 (3) Å, c = 

14.1982 (3) Å, V = 1508.21 (5) Å3. This study shows that the Cu(II) sites adopt a square 

pyramidal distorted geometry. The crystal structure first reveals a one-dimensional (1D) 

network along the a axis based on N–H…Br interactions. The dimensionality is further increased 

to (3D) by C–H…Br weak interactions. Hirshfeld surfaces analysis was used to study the 

intermolecular interactions in the crystal lattices. It was then found that X-H…Br (X = N or C) 

contacts play an important role within the atomic architecture. Besides, the phase transitions, 

electric and optical properties of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br were investigated and revealed a phase 

transition at T=343 K. The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity confirmed the 

phase transition that was also well detected with differential scanning calorimetry. The 

calculated activation energies of the conduction process for the two phases are EaI=0.30 eV, 

and EaII=0.69 eV. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, transition metal complexes are attracting wide attention not only because of 

their intriguing variety of architectures and molecular topologies [1-5], but also but also these 

new materials are also sought for improved optical, and electrical properties, magnetic, 

medicinal, luminescence and ionic conductivity, as well as chemical or biochemical activity [6-

17]. A good example among these promising complexes is when Cu(II) is the central metal, 

since copper complexes have been reported to show versatile properties and applications [18-

21]. Moreover, copper(II) is an ideal candidate for the preparation of multinuclear complexes 

owing to its numerous possibilities of coordination number and geometries which are multiplied 

by the synergy with the versatility of the ligands. In a general way, the construction of attractive 

structural topologies immensely depends on the chosen organic ligands and the coordination 

geometry of central metal ions. In addition, the self-assembly processes are highly sensitive to 

diverse synthetic conditions and in some cases, the modifications of the reaction conditions 

such as the solvent, pH and temperature for a given set of organic ligands and metal ions can 

cause various supramolecular architectures which includes polymorphism [22-24]. 

Recently, a great effort has been devoted to the self-assembly of organic and inorganic 

molecules in the solid state, that is, in addition to the coordination bond, non-covalent 

interactions such as hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions and π–π stacking are effective in 

establishing particular contacts which occur regularly, and play a significant role in driving 

molecules during crystallization towards desired physical properties. The literature shows that 

there are many interesting topological structures such as one-dimensional (1D) tapes, two-

dimensional (2D) sheets, and three-dimensional (3D) networks which have been built through 

hydrogen bonding interactions [25-28]. Because of their ubiquitous role in diverse fields, the 

investigation and understanding of these weak interactions have become one of the major 

objectives to understand conductive properties and phase transitions in supramolecular 

chemistry [29,30]. 

The semiconducting properties of metal(II) halide complexes with hydrogen bonds seem 

interesting from the viewpoint of crystal engineering. For example, Xiaoqiang Liang et al. [31] 

studied [Cu(PPA)I] (1) and [Co(PPA)2(BDC)(H2O)2·(PPA)2(H2BDC)2(H2O)] (2) (PPA= 4-(3-

pyridinyl)-2-amino pyrimidine, H2BDC =1,4-benzenedicarboxylicacid). These two compounds 

exhibit 0D and 3D strong hydrogen-bonding interactions, respectively. Moreover, their results 

indicate that conductivities and activation energies of compounds 1 and 2 are 1.64 10-4S cm-1/ 

0.19 eV, and 2.29 10-4/ 0.24 eV at 325 K, respectively. The study shows that hydrogen 



interactions have a crucial impact on conductivity. The other systems such as [(TPPB)CuCl2]n 

(1),[[(TMPB)CuCl2].H2O]n (2) and [(TPPB)CuBr2]n (3), namely 1, 3, 5-tris(2-

alkylthiolpyrimidinyl)benzene (alkyl = Et: TPPB TMPB:alkyl = Me; TEPB) [32]. Single crystal 

X-ray diffraction analysis shows that all 3-D supramolecular architectures form through 

interactions such as hydrogen bonds. In these crystals, the room temperature dc electrical 

conductivity of 9.6 10-12 S cm-1, 2.9 10-9 S cm-1 and 2.6 10-12 S cm-1, respectively. 

[[(TMPB)CuCl2].H2O]n (2) displays the highest dc conductivity among others, indicating that 

their conductive properties heavily depend on C–H…S supramolecular interactions. In addition, 

researchers are currently focusing on synthesizing metal-organic as an outstanding class of 

designed crystalline proton conductors. For examples, [Cu(Hsfpip)(H2O)2]·H2O, 

[CuH2(Hsfpip)2(H2O)], [CuH(Hsfpip)Cl(H2O)] (Hsfpip = 2-(2-(2,4 disulfophenyl)imidazo(4,5-

f)(1,10)-phenanthroline) [33]; {[Zn(PIP)2(H2O)4]·NDS} and {[Ni(PIP)2(H2O)4]·NDS} (PIP = 

4-pyridylacrylic acid and NDS = sodium 1,5-naphthalenedisulfonate) [34]; [CoIICl3(H-MPPA)] 

(H-MPPA = (R)-2-methylpiperazine) [35]. Interestingly, these materials are good proton 

conductors. It is also worth noting that hydrogen bonding interactions can be considered donor-

acceptor systems (the H atom is the acceptor, while N, O, and Cl are donors that provide a lone 

pair of electrons) to lead to the formation of 3D frameworks. Although some organic metal 

halide materials with high conductivity in the range of 10−4 S cm-1 have been observed [33,36].  

The interest for the physical properties of the halide complexes is therefore mainly caused 

by hydrogen bonds [37,38]. Indeed, for example, in the compounds (C6H14N)2SbCl5, 

(C6H14N)2SbBr5, (C6H14N)2BiCl6.H3O and (C6H14N)2BiBr5 [39], the hydrogen bonds highly 

influence the polymeric chain orientation and consequently are one of the reasons for the 

mechanism of the transitions. The most promising electrical properties have been disclosed for 

(C6H14N)2SbCl5, which exhibits, at temperatures above 333 K, the relatively large electric 

conductivity of the order of 10-6 - 10-5S cm-1characteristic of semiconducting materials. 

Elsewhere, another hybrid compound, the dimethylammonium manganese (II) formate, 

(CD3)2ND2[Mn(DCO2)3] (Tc~183 K) has been reported to exhibit an order-disorder phase 

transition in the range of 7-293K linked to short hydrogen bonds [40]. 

The above observations for the organic metal complexes based on (C6H14N) urged us to 

synthesize and characterize the metal bromide compounds. In this paper, we will present the 

crystal structures, thermal analysis, optical and dielectric properties, spectroscopic and 

Hirschfield surfaces analysis of the novel Cu(II) bromide complex [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

 



2. Experimental section 

2.1. Synthesis 

The analytical grade chemicals were used without any further purification for the 

synthesis and were purchased from Aldrich. Crystals of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br were synthesized 

and grown by mild hydrothermal method. Copper bromide (CuBr2) (1 mmol) was first dissolved 

into hydrobromic acid (8 mL), in which 1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine (1 mmol) was added 

in a second step. The mixture of these constituents in a volume of 10 mL of ionized water and 

20 mL of acetonitrile was stirred to homogeneity. After that, it was poured into a PTFE-lined 

stainless steel pressure vessel (fill factor 50%) and heated at 120 °C for 3 days, followed by 

slow cooling to room temperature. The resultant blue violet crystals with a tall amount retrieved 

by filtration, washed with methanol and acetone, and finally dried at room temperature. The 

initial pH of the reaction mixture was approximately 3.5. The purity of the compound was 

confirmed by an elemental microanalysis: Anal. (Calcd): C, 28.85% (28.34%); H, 6.42% 

(5.71%); N, 13.73% (13.22%). The reaction scheme of the synthesis is shown below (Fig.1) 

2.2. Thermal measurements 

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

measurements were performed on our heating the sample in a platinum crucible from 300 to 

750 K in a SETARAM thermal analyser (TG-ATD92) under air at a heating rate of 5 K min−1. 

The differential scanning calorimetric measurements were using a PerkinElmer DSC 

4000 instrument. A crystal sample (5.5 mg) was put in aluminium capsule, then heated and 

cooling starting from 223 to 373 K with a speed rate of 5 K min−1. 

2.3. Single crystal structure determination 

The single-crystal X-ray diffraction data of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br crystals were collected 

at 293 K on an APEX-II Bruker AXS diffractometer and processed with the APEX 2 program 

suite [41]. The used X-ray wavelength was the Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The frame 

integration and data reduction were carried out with the program SAINT [42]. The program 

SADABS [43] was employed for multi-scan-type absorption corrections. The crystal structures 

were solved by direct methods and dual space methods using the SHELXT software package 

[44], and refined with full-matrix least-square methods based on F2(SHELXL) [45] through the 

WinGX program suite [46]. All non-hydrogen atoms were anisotropically refined, and the 

positions of H-atoms were geometrically assigned and allowed to ride on their parent atoms, 

with C–H = 0.97 Å and N–H = 0.89 Å. The software Diamond [47] was used to create the 



graphic representations of the crystal structures. Crystallographic data, details on data 

collections and refinement parameters of the crystal structures are listed in Table 1. The 

hydrogen bonds are listed in Table 2. The relevant selected bond lengths and angles are in 

summarized Tables S1-S2, respectively. In order to visualize the intermolecular interactions in 

the crystal of the title compound [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br, Hirshfeld surface analysis (Hirshfeld, 

1977) [48] was carried out by using CrystalExplorer [49]. 

Crystallographic data for the structural analysis have been deposited with the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Centre, CCDC No 2060317 and can be obtained via 

https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures. 

2.4. Spectroscopic measurements 

Infrared measurements were obtained using a Perkin‐Elmer FT‐IR Spectrum and the 

samples were diluted with spectroscopic grade KBr and pressed into a pellet. All the bonds 

were assigned by comparison with the spectrum of other compounds, at room temperature and 

in the 400–4000 cm-1 frequency range. Furthermore, UV–Visible absorption spectra were 

performed at room temperature, within the range of 200–800 nm, employing a Lambda 1050 

UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer. This technique makes it possible to determine the absorbance (A) 

and the reflectance (R). The optical absorption spectrum of the compound was recorded at room 

temperature. The powdered crystals of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br were used for the measurements. 

2.5. Electrical measurements 

The real and imaginary parts (Z’ and Z") of impedance were measured on pellet disks of 

about 8 mm in diameter and 1.1 mm in thickness over the frequency range of 1-106 Hz with a 

SOLARTRON SI 1260 impedance equipment coupled to a dielectric interface in the 

temperature range of 293–393 K. 

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1 Thermal properties 

The thermal analyses (TGA and DTA) were conducted to evaluate the thermal behaviour 

of the complex, and ascertain the temperature of decomposition. The TGA and DTA curves of 

the complex are presented in Fig.S1. The TG thermogram shows that the compound seems to 

be stable up to 465 K. Above this temperature, the TGA showed that the decomposition started 

at 470 K, and continued till 621K. 47.36 % of the sample was lost, which corresponds to the 

organic molecule bound to Cu(II) (calc: 48.19 %), with two exothermic peaks observed on the 



DTA curve at 520 K and 562 K. A similar decomposition has been observed in other hybrid-

halide compounds. In addition the hump that has been observed at (≈345.2K) may be attributed 

to revealing a phase transition. Thereby, one of the best ways to detect whether a compound 

displays phase transitions triggered by temperature is to perform DSC measurement to confirm 

the existence of a heat anomaly occurring during the heating and cooling process [50,51]. 

Therefore, the DSC measurement exhibited a highly remarkable reversible phase transition as 

shown in Fig.2. During the heating and cooling course, [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br undergoes an 

hysteretic phase transition by showing a large exothermic peak at 343.2 K and an endothermic 

peak at 291.1 K. These observed peaks represent a prominent and reversible phase transition 

with a very large thermal hysteresis of 52.1 K, which is indicative of a first-order phase 

transition. 

3.2 Single crystal structure analysis 

In order to understand the details of the structure of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br, single-crystal 

X-ray diffraction data were collected at 293 K. The compound crystallizes in the orthorhombic 

system, non-centrosymmetric space group P212121, with the following unit cell dimensions a = 

8.3536 (1) Å, b= 12.7161 (3) Å, c = 14.1982 (3) Å, V = 1508.21 (5) Å3. The asymmetric unit 

consists of one monomeric isolated [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]+ cation and a free Br- anions. The crystal 

atomic architecture is based on a discrete mononuclear packing as depicted in Fig.3. 

The Cu2+ ion is pentacoordinated by the four N-donor atoms (N1, N2, N3 and N4 atoms) 

of the neutral tetradentate amine, 1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazineandone bromide atom Br1. 

The geometry of coordination of the copper (II) centre can be described as a square pyramid 

distorted geometry towards a trigonal bipyramidal arrangement by a τ value of 0,127. This 

trigonal index was calculated using the formula τ = (β – α)/60 previously defined by Addison 

et al. [52], with τ assuming the values of 0 or 1 for ideal square-pyramidal and trigonal-

bipyramidal geometries. In complex, β and α correspond to N1–Cu–N3 (160.79 (14) °) and to 

N2–Cu–N4 (153.15 (15) °) angles, respectively.  

The equatorial coordination of the Cu(II) centre is composed of four nitrogen atoms from 

1,4-bis(3-aminopropyl)piperazine. The Br1 occupies the apical pyramidal position at 2.6028 

(6) Å and a deviation of Cu(II) from the basal plane of 0.396 Å. This axial elongation is due to 

Jahn-Teller effect characteristic of Cu(II) complexes [53,54]. The Cu–N bond lengths are 

relatively insensitive to ring strain and/or alkyl substitution on the aliphatic linear tetradentate 

amines. The Cu–N(1), Cu–N(2), Cu–N(3) and Cu–N(4) are 2.062 (4), 2.076 (3), 2.004 (4) and 



2.006 (3) (Å), respectively, these lengths are within the expected values of the Cu(II) complexes 

[55,56]. In the case of the [C10H24N4] ligand, the selected bond lengths and angles fall within 

the normal ranges. Indeed, the C–C, N–C distances and the C–N–C, N–C–C, C–C–C angles are 

comparable with those observed in other similar hybrid metal-halide compounds with the same 

amine ligand [55,57,58]. 

The crystal lattice in [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br is stabilized by intramolecular and 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds (between the N and Br atoms) with N3…Br1 contacts of 3.557 

(4) and N4…Br1 of 3.462 (4) Å, and by a combination of weak C–H…X from 1,4-bis(3-

aminopropyl)piperazine ligand forming a one dimensional of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]+ cations zig-

zag chain (C3–H3B…Br1 and C5–H5B···Br1ii, symmetry codes: (ii) x−1/2, −y+1/2, −z+1), are 

aligned along the [010] direction (Fig.4). Copper atoms are stacked one over the other along 

the three crystallographic axes with a shortest distance Cu⋯Cu = 6.348 Å which is more than 

the sum of the van der Waals radii of the copper ions [59]. Hence, there is no metallophilic 

Cu⋯Cu interaction in this compound as observed in other similar hybrid [55,56]. 

The [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]+ cations are stabilized by five hydrogen bonds with the 

uncoordinated bromine anion Br2 is the acceptor. As shown in Fig.5, the counter-ions Br- 

interacts with nitrogen atoms hydrogen (H33A, H44B) with N···Br distances of 3.411 (6) 3.493 

(4) Å respectively N3–H33A…Br2 and N4–H44B…Br2. This cations is further stabilized by 

the weak C–H···Br2 interactions (C3–H3B···Br2iii, C7–H7B…Br2iv and C10–H10A…Br2v) of 

the ligand to form another 2D structure (Symmetry code: (iii) −x+3/2, −y+1, z+1/2; (iv) −x+2, 

y−1/2, −z+1/2; (v) −x+5/2, −y+1, z+1/2).  

Medium strong N–H…Br hydrogen bonding which leads to the formation in 1-D 

zigzagged chains that packs in 3-D supramolecular via weaker C-H...Br hydrogen interactions 

as shown in Fig.6. The details of hydrogen bond interactions are given in Table 2.  

3.3 Infrared Spectroscopy 

FTIR spectroscopy was used to verify the functional groups present in the crystal and 

to investigate their vibrational behaviour in the solid state. The experimental IR spectrum of the 

crystalline complex is superimposed in Fig.7. The assignment of the characteristic vibrational 

modes of this compound is mainly based on the theoretical results and on comparison with 

similar materials [60,61]. In the high frequency domain, the IR spectrum is decomposed in three 

well separated bands. The first exhibited characteristic absorptions of primary amine at 3338 

and 3408 cm-1 correspond respectively to the asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of the Ar-



NH2 [57]. For the ethyl group in aliphatic compound, the asymmetric and symmetric vibrations 

mode appears in the range 3124-3095 cm-1. The later, band centered at 2890 cm-1 attributed to 

the allylic (CH2) [62]. At lower frequency range, the intense band at 1600 cm-1 are assigned to 

the deformation of N-H. The asymmetric stretching modes as(C-N) for both the type of 

compounds lie in the region 1464-1300 cm-1 for allylic and aliphatic stretching respectively, 

while thes(C-N)alip/all vibration are also observed as two peaks same region at 1020-975 cm-1. 

Moreover, the very strong bands at 1140-1079 cm-1 are ascribed to C-C stretching. Finally, the 

series of bands observed from 950 to 620 cm-1 are assigned to the rocking, in-plane deformation 

and out-of-plane bending of (CH2), (N-H), C-C-N and C-C-C in the organic skeleton. 

Regarding the ligand-to-metal-vibrations, the bands in 544-508 cm-1 and 422 cm-1 

regions may be assigned to υ(Cu-Br) and υ(Cu-N) stretching, respectively. The Cu-N band is 

observed in the region of 441-550 cm-1 [63]. The characteristic IR frequencies (cm-1) of the 

complex [CuBr(C10H24N4)]Br are shown in Table S3. 

3.4 Hirshfeld surface 

Hirshfeld surface ( HS ) analysis enables the calculation and the direct visualization of 

intra and intermolecular interactions by different colours and colour intensity, representing 

short or long contacts and indicating the relative strength of the interactions. The red regions 

indicate the contacts shorter than the sum of the van der Walls radii of the involved atoms, while 

the blue and white regions indicate the contacts longer and closer to the van der Waals limit, 

respectively. The ( HS ) and the 2D-fingerprint plots ( FP ) of the compound 

[Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br were generated on the asymmetric unit using the CrystalExplorer program 

[49]. The crystallographic information file obtained from the single crystal X-ray diffraction 

analysis was used as input. Fig.8a shows the dnorm surfaces which were mapped over a scale of 

-0.2 (red) to 1.4 (blue), to facilitate the visualization of the molecular moiety, transparent 

surfaces have been illustrated. 2-D fingerprint plots were obtained with the combination of di 

and de distances, in the scale of 0.4 to 2.6 Å to summarize the contacts building the crystal 

structure Fig.8b. The dnorm HS of the complex shows some deep red spots labelled as 1, 2, 3 

and 4, which indicates the presence of short contacts in the crystal structure of the complex, 

indicating the presence of the non-classical hydrogen bonds C-H…Br, as well as the more 

classical hydrogen bonds N-H…Br. Also, H…H interactions are observed as small very light-

colored spots around the hydrogen atoms zones (labels 5, 6, 7 and 8). The FP plots show the 

presence of intermolecular contacts H∙∙∙H and H∙∙∙Br, corresponding to a high ratio of the 



interactions with 69.1% and 30.9% respectively, which revealed that the main intermolecular 

interactions come from H…H intermolecular contacts. The Br…H interactions were 

represented by a small area in the top left and bottom right side (di + de ≈ 2.464 Å), whereas the 

H…H interactions were represented by the largest region in the fingerprint plot (Fig. 8b) (di + 

de ≈ 2.152 Å) and thus have a most significant contribution to the total Hirshfeld surfaces 

(69.1%). 

3.5 Optical properties 

In order to determine the gap energy of the complex, the UV–Vis absorption 

measurements were carried out up to 800 nm on the crystals sample. The UV–Vis spectrum of 

[Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br, is shown in Fig.9. The absorption spectrum exhibits two distinct 

absorption bands which are similar to that observed for other bromo-copper(II)  mixed-ligand 

copper complexes [56,61,64]. The first one, in the ultraviolet region, the complex spectrum 

displays a strong band at 261 nm is most probably to bromo→Cu (Br_pσ→ Cu_dx
2
−y

2) ligand 

to metal charge transfer (LMCT) transition [65,66]. The second one, in the visible domain, a 

broad band between 480 and 720 nm range arise from d–d transition of Cu(II), which may be 

taken as evidence for square-pyramidal bromocomplexes. Since the transition may be assigned 

as the dx
2

-y
2→dxz, dyz and dx

2
-y

2→ dz
2 [32,65]. The broadness in the observed band may be 

attributed to a Jahn-Teller distortion of the geometry with the much-distorted [4 + 1] 

coordination around the Cu2+ cations [56,67]. The Cu–N/Br bond lengths in the range of Cu–

N/Br = 2,012 (5) - 2,606 (9) Å. The absorption spectrum of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br compound 

displays an intense peak in the ultraviolet spectral region, suggesting a direct band gap [68-70] 

To determine the transport properties of this material, we can calculated the gap energy 

(Eg) from absorption coefficient (α) (1) by means of the Tauc equation (2): 

α = 2.303A/d (1) 

αhν = B(hν – Eg)
n (2) 

where “A” is the absorbance , “d” is the thickness , “Eg” is the band gap, “h” is Planck’s 

constant, “ν”  is the frequency of light and the exponent “n” is the electron transition process-

dependent constant. “B” is a constant, which is taken as 1 for ideal case.  

To calculate the direct and indirect optical band gap, the value of n has been considered 

as 1/2 and 1, respectively [71]. The dependence of (αhυ)2 and (αhυ)1/2 vs hν plot in Fig.10. The 



values of the optical band gap Eg are obtained by extrapolating the linear part of the curve to 

intersect the X-axis [72]. The estimated band gaps energies are 3.91 and 3.5 eV, for the direct 

and indirect transitions, respectively. These values clearly classify this material among the 

semiconductor [73]. 

3.6 Electrical properties 

Impedance spectroscopy measurement was used to characterize the electrical behaviour 

of this material in which a number of strongly coupled processes exist and to characterize the 

transition phases detected by the calorimetric study. The variation of the Nyquist plot (-Z” 

versus Z’) of the [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br carried out from 293 K to 393 K is represented in Fig.11.  

In these curves, the experimental points show two semi-circles where their diameters decrease 

with increase temperature indicating that the conduction mechanism is thermally activated. 

First one at low frequency corresponds to grain boundary and the second one at high frequency 

is due to the grain, based on the distribution of relaxation times. Also, it is observed that the 

centre of semicircles located below the abscissa (Z′) axis which suggests that the relaxation 

process in this material is of a non-Debye type [74]. 

Considering the excellent chemical, thermal stabilities and the existence of hydrogen-

bonding networks in [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br, this compound can be potentially proton conducting 

materials along the H-bonding chain. The proton conductivity increases upon increasing the 

temperature due to higher mobility or diffusion of proton (or hydrogen atom) carriers i.e., 

proton transfers, or proton disordering [75-78]. 

Nyquist plots were analyzed using Zview Software [79]. All fitted curves at each 

temperature (313 K, 333 K, 353 K, 373 K and 393 K) show the good conformity of calculated 

lines with the experimental data (Fig.12). The best fits were obtained using an equivalent circuit 

realized by two cells in series, the first consist of a parallel combination of bulk resistance R2 

and fractal capacity CPE2 and the second consist of a parallel combination of grain boundary 

resistance R1 and fractal capacity CPE1. These cells are attributed to the grain and grain 

boundaries effects. The calculated conductivity of the hybrid material increased from 1.49 10-4 

S cm-1 at 293 K to 3.4610-4 S cm-1 at 313 K. At 393 K, the high conductivity is 1.47 10-2 S cm-

1. It is worth noting that, from 293 to 393 K, the conductivity of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br increased 

by 2 orders of magnitude, indicating that the transport of load carrier in this hybrid is a thermally 

activated process, which is common for semiconductor material. 



The fitted parameter obtained by the equivalent circuit used to calculate the conductivity 

of grain at several temperatures. The grain conductivity g is determined according to the 

following expression: 𝜎𝑔 =  
𝑒

𝑅𝑔×𝑆
 

Where S and e are the area and the thickness of the sample, respectively, and Rg is the 

resistance of the grain resistance. The dependence of 𝐿𝑛(𝜎𝑔𝑇) versus 
1000

𝑇
 is presented in 

Fig.13. 

This variation shows that g decreases with increasing temperature which indicates that 

the electric conduction in this material is a thermally activated process and fits well by the 

Arrhenius law:𝜎𝑔 =  𝜎0exp(−
𝐸𝑎

𝑘×𝑇
) 

Where 𝜎0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, k is the Boltzmann constant. 

Two regions were identified with changing of slope at T = 343±5 K which confirms the 

transition temperature observed in the thermal study (DSC). The calculated activation energies 

from linear fits to the data point are EaI = 0.30 eV in region I and EaII = 0.69 eV in region II. 

Hence, we assume that when the temperature was lower than 343 K, the combination of 

Grotthuss (hopping) mechanism (<0.4 eV) dominated the proton conduction, while at 

temperatures above 343, the vehicle mechanism (> 0.4 eV) guides the proton conduction 

[76,80]. 

4. Conclusion  

The organic-inorganic Cu(II) bromide complex [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br has been 

synthesized, crystallized and characterized. It showed a phase transition at 343 K confirmed by 

the DSC measurements together with electric anomalies. The compound crystallizes in the 

orthorhombic system, with chiral space group P212121 which exhibits the enantiomorphic 

crystal class 222 (D2). Due to the presence of intrinsic hydrogen-bonding donors and acceptors, 

the compound exhibits a (3D) hydrogen-bonding interaction topology which is possibly an 

important aspect for proton conduction. Hirshfeld surface analyses revealed the effective role 

of H…Br and H…H contacts in the crystal packing. The optical properties at the absorption 

edge of copper (II) complex showed two distinct peaks at 261 and 565 nm, respectively. The 

values of the band gap energies direct and indirect are 3.91 and 3.5 eV, respectively, prove that 

the investigated compound is a semiconductor. The equivalent circuit was determined and the 

impedance spectra have revealed the contributions of grain and grain boundary in the proton 

conduction for this material. 
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Figure captions:  

Fig.1 Reactional scheme giving [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br and photos of crystals. 

Fig.2 DSC curves of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br at 5 K min-1.  

Fig.3 The asymmetric unit for the title compound of general formula [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Fig.4 View of the crystal packing showing the 1-D network of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br along b-

axis. 

Fig.5 View of the crystal packing showing the 2-D network of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br in the bc 

plane. 

Fig.6 View of the crystal packing showing the 3-D structure of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br along the 

[100]. 

Fig.7 Experimental IR spectrum of the [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Fig. 8 a) Hirshfeld surfaces of the asymmetric unit [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br;  

b) Fingerprint plots of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br complex. 

Fig. 9 UV–vis Absorption spectra of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Fig. 10 The Tauc plot deduced from the optical spectrum of [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Fig. 11 Temperature dependence of Nyquist diagram for [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Fig. 12 Equivalent circuits for [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Fig. 13 Variation of the ln (σg) versus 1000/T for [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br showing the phase 

transition temperature. 
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Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement details for [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

Color  Blue-violet 

formula [Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br 

Mr (g.mol-1) 423.68 

Crystal system Orthorhombic 

Space group P212121 

Temperature (K) 293(2)  

a (Ǻ) 8.3536 (1)  

b (Ǻ) 12.7161 (3) 

c (Ǻ) 14.1982 (3)  

Volume(Å3) 1508.21 (5) 

Z-space group 4 

µ( mm−1) 6.73 

Crystal size (mm3) 0.15×0.09×0.08 

F (000) 844 

Diffractometer Bruker APEX II 

Radiation, λ(Å) Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.7107  Å 

Observed reflections I > 2σ(I) 2997 

Rint 0.032 

Range of h, k, l −10/10, -14/16, -18/16 

Refined parameters 155 

goodness of fit  1.16 

Final R1 and wR2 0.029/0.056 

w  =1/[σ2(Fo
2)+0.0224P2]  

where P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 

independent reflections 3589 

measured reflections 10667 

Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å-3) 0.46, -0.55 

Flack parameter -0.010(6) 
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Table 2. 

Table 2. Hydrogen-bonding geometry (Å, °) for[Cu(C10H24N4)Br]Br. 

D—H···A D—H H···A D···A D—H···A 

N3—H33B···Br1i 0.890(8) 2.81 3.557 (4) 142 

N4—H44A···Br1i 0.890(8) 2.61 3.462 (4) 162 

C3—H3B···Br1 0.97(9) 3.13 3.593 (5) 111 

C5—H5B···Br1ii 0.97(9) 3.02 3.993 (5) 177 

N3—H33A···Br2 0.890(8) 2.62 3.423 (4) 150 

N4—H44B···Br2 0.890(8) 2.74 3.493 (4) 143 

C3—H3B···Br2iii 0.97(9) 3.09 3.864 (5) 138 

C7—H7B···Br2iv 0.97 (9) 3.10 3.918 (5) 14 

C10—H10A···Br2v 0.97 (9) 3.14 3.726 (4) 120 

Symmetry codes: (i)x+1/2, −y+1/2, −z+1; (ii) x−1/2, −y+1/2, −z+1;                     (iii) 

−x+3/2, −y+1, z+1/2; (iv) −x+2, y−1/2, −z+1/2; (v) −x+5/2, −y+1, z+1/2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


